
Thoroughly read all instructions before installing the enclosed product.
Read and take note of all safety, care, and maintenance information.

Product Features:
Frameless backlit Mirror
Extra thick frosted LED light
5.5” cabinet thickness
Built-in internal light
Touch switch on & off
Anti-fog pad

LED Mirror Cabinet
Sizes:  16” W x 30”H 
   34” W x 24”H 

Model:  M13CT1630T, M13CTB3424T (Bluetooth), M16CT3424T
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Model:  M13CT1630T
 M13 Mirror Cabinet
Size:  16” x 30” (40.6 cm x 76.2 cm) 

Product Features: Package Content:

LED backlit Mirror
Screws
Studs
Mounting bracket

Frameless backlit Mirror
Extra thick frosted LED light
5.5” cabinet thickness
Built-in internal light
Touch switch on & off
Anti-fog pad

* All diagrams are for reference only. All model dimensions and proportions will vary. 
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Model:  M13CTB3424T
 M13 Bluetooth Mirror Cabinet
Size:  34” x 24” (86.4 cm x 60 cm) 

Model:  M16CT3424T
 M16 Mirror Cabinet  
Size:  34” x 24” (86.4 cm x 60 cm) 

* All diagrams are for reference only. All model dimensions and proportions will vary. 
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Tools & Preparation

IMPORTANT WARNING

TOOLS REQUIRED

Tape Measure Electronic Drill Spirit level

Pencil Philips Screwdriver Hammer

Warning: Always switch o� the electrical supply at the mains during installation 
and maintenance.

Do not switch on the electrical supply at the mains until the end of the installation.

This product is fragile and easily breaks with glass, be cautious while �tting or handling to 
prevent personal injury or damage.   If the glass is broken, please stop using it and replace 
it with the manufacturer. Ensure the mounting surface is dry and strong enough to bear 
four times the weight of the product for safe �tting. 

Special care should be taken when drilling walls to avoid hidden pipes or electrical cables.

This product covers the outlet box and the wirings after installation. 

Wipe clean with a soft dry cloth. Never use abrasives or chemical cleaners.

Please put a soft cushion under the mirror while you take the mirror down from the wall.
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Wall hanging Installation

STEP 1 Turn o� the power supply.

STEP 2 Place the metal 'Z' bar 
 against the wall and mark 
 the suitable position of the 
 screw holes ensuring it is 
 level.

STEP 3 Drill the holes and put in the 
 wall plugs for 'Z' bar.

STEP 4 Screw the metal 'Z' bar onto 
 the wall with the mounting 
 screws supplied.

STEP 5 Place the mirror cabinet on a 
 proper position so that the 
 wires can access to the main 
 power supply.
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Wall hanging Installation

STEP 6 Connect the wires of the 
 cabinet with the main power 
 by the wire connectors.

BLACK WIRE --- POWER SUPPLY (LIVE) 
WHITE WIRE --- POWER SUPPLY 
(NEUTRAL) GREEN WIRE --- POWER 
SUPPLY E (EARTH)

WARNING: This product must be 
earthed.

STEP 7   Hang the mirror cabinet 
 onto the 'Z' bar until they are 
 completely stuck.

STEP 8 Peel o� the protective �lm 
 from the mirror and clean it 
 with a soft cloth.
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Recess Wall hanging Installation

STEP 1 Turn o� the power supply.

STEP 2 Mark the positions of the 
 mounting holes on both 
 sides of the wall, using a 
 pencil and a spirit level, 
 insert the wall plugs after 
 you drill the holes, The 
 maximum recessed depth is 
 90mm.

STEP 3 Connect the wires of the 
 cabinet with the main 
 power by the wire 
 connectors.

BLACK WIRE --- POWER SUPPLY 
(LIVE) 
WHITE WIRE --- POWER SUPPLY 
(NEUTRAL) GREEN WIRE --- POWER 
SUPPLY E (EARTH)

WARNING: This product must be 
earthed.

STEP 4 Recess the whole cabinet 
 into the wall, screw the 
 cabinet on both sides of the 
 wall.  Ensure the cabinet is 
 �xed �rmly by the screws on 
 the wall.

STEP 5 Carefully put the glass 
 shelves into the cabinet.

 Peel o� the protective �lm 
 from the mirror and clean it 
 with a soft cloth.
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Touch Sensor & Bluetooth Settings

BLUETOOTH Settings

1. The Bluetooth is controlled by the touch switch when the rocker switch inside the 
 cabinet is on, it won’t work when the rocker switch is o�.

2.  Activate the Bluetooth on your device and search for ‘RRD-126L’. 
 The mirror will give out a tone to con�rm the connection successfully.

3. Play the music which will come out from your mirror. 
 Adjust the volume on your device.

Touch Sensor Settings

1.  Switch on Light and Defogger by short-touching the button.

2.  Adjusting color temperatures (CCT) between warm white and cool white by 
 long-touching the button.

3.  Adjusting the brightness (Dimming) by long-touching the button. 

4. Repeat Step2 and 3 by long-touching the button again.

5.  Switch o� Light and Defogger by short-touching the button.

Rocker switch

Speaker
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